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Abstract—This paper proposes a cooperative jamming strategy
for two-hop relay networks where the eavesdropper can wiretap
the relay channels in both hops. The problems of jamming
beamformer design and power allocation are investigated jointly
for two scenarios where the eavesdropper has either a single or
multiple antennas, with the assumption that the global channel
state information (CSI) is available. Under a constraint that the
jamming signal lies in a subspaces orthogonal to the channels to
legitimate nodes, we derive closed-form solutions for the jamming
beamformers. Based on these results, we find the optimal solution
for power allocation via geometric programming.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless networks are inherently vulnerable to eavesdrop-
ping. Formal study of this problem, referred to as the “wiretap”
channel, was first introduced by Wyner in [1] and thesecrecy
capacity was defined as the maximal achievable rate that
guaranteed secrecy about the information transmitted from
the source to its intended receiver. Recently, there has been
considerable interest in examining secrecy in multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems [2], [3]. With the additional
degrees of freedom provided by the extra antennas, transmit-
ters can degrade the channel condition of the eavesdroppers
while maintaining good channel quality to legitimate usersby
proper beamformer design or through the use of jamming [4]–
[6].

As a natural extension, wiretap channels have also been
investigated in cooperative relaying networks [4], [7], [8].
In these cases, relays or even the signal destinations them-
selves can be used as helpers to provide additional jamming
to confuse the eavesdropper. This approach can be thought
of as cooperative jamming. In [9], a four-terminal relay-
eavesdropper channel is introduced and a noise-forwarding
strategy is devised to degrade the eavesdropper’s signal. A
two-stage cooperative jamming protocol is investigated in[4],
although the “relays” only play the role of helpers and do not
actually relay the information signals. In [10], a system design
is proposed for a decode-and-forward relay network. However,
this work only considers the scenario where the eavesdropper
cannot wiretap the first-hop channel between the source and
relay.

This paper proposes a cooperative jamming strategy for
a two-hop wireless relay system in which the eavesdropper
can wiretap the relay channels for both hops. The overall
performance of the system over both hops is considered rather
than one hop at a time, since the latter case is similar to

the conventional MIMO wiretap channel. We focus on the
scenario where a direct link cannot be established between
the source and destination node due to the power constraint.
Both the source and destination nodes are assumed to have
multiple antennas, and both provide jamming signals in order
to guarantee that the eavesdropper is degraded whether or not it
is close to the source or the destination. We investigate thejoint
design of the jamming beamformers and the power allocation
for the following two cases: (1) maximizing the secrecy
capacity with certain power constraints, and (2) minimizing
the transmit power with a fixed target secrecy capacity. Since
joint optimization of the beamformers and power allocationis
in general intractable, even if global channel state information
(CSI) is available, we use a suboptimal constraint that forces
the jamming signals to lie in a subspace orthogonal to the
channels to legitimate nodes, which allows us to derive closed-
form solutions for the jamming beamformers. Based on these
results, we find the optimal power allocation using the method
of geometric programming. We assume that global CSI is
available to all nodes in the system, and include performance
comparisons for the case where eavesdropper’s CSI is un-
known.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a two-hop four-terminal relay system com-
posed of a source (Alice), a destination (Bob), a relay node
and an eavesdropper (Eve), as shown in Fig. 1. All nodes are
assumed to be half-duplex. Alice and Bob possess multiple
antennas, the number of which we denote byM and N ,
respectively. Eve may either have one antenna (Ne = 1) or
multiple antennas (Ne > 1); both scenarios are considered
separately in the paper. The relay is assumed to have a single
antenna and Eve is assumed to be able to wiretap both hops.
The key idea is that Alice and Bob can help form a cooperative
jamming system without the addition of extra helpers outside
the two-hop relay system. All channels are assumed to be flat
fading, and a decode-and-forward (DF) relay is used. In the
first hop, Alice transmits the information signal to the Relay,
and Bob transmits a jamming signal at the same time. The
signals received by the Relay and Eve during the first hop can
be expressed as

yr = hartaza + hbrwbz
′
b + nr (1)

ye1 = Haetaza + Hbewbz
′
b + ne1, (2)
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Fig. 1. System model.

where za is the information signal transmitted by Alice,z′b
is the jamming signal transmitted by Bob,ta is the M × 1
transmit beamformer used by Alice,wb is theN ×1 jamming
beamformer employed by Bob,nr and ne1 represent natu-
rally occuring noise and interference at the Relay and Eve,
respectively,Hij (hij) is the channel matrix fromi to j,
with i, j ∈ {a, b, e, r} denoting which of the four terminals
is involved. The power allocation is denoted asE[|za|

2] = ps

and E[|z′b|
2] = pb. For simplicity, we assume that the noise

at all nodes is spatially white Gaussian noise with the same
varianceσ2.

In the second hop, the Relay forwards the information signal
to Bob while Alice jams, and thus the signals received by Bob
and Eve are

yb = tH
b hrbzr + nb (3)

ye2 = hrezr + Haewaz′a + ne2, (4)

wherezr is the information signal transmitted by the Relay,
z′a is the jamming signal transmitted by Alice,tb is theN ×1
transmit beamformer used by Bob,wa is theM × 1 jamming
beamformer employed by Alice,nb,ne2 represent the noise at
Bob and Eve, and(·)H represents the Hermitian transpose. The
power allocation for this hop isE[|zr|

2] = pr, E[|z′a|
2] = pa.

For the transmit beamformerta in the first hop, we choose
the generalized eigenvector of the pencil(hH

arhar,H
H
aeHae)

with the largest generalized eigenvalue, which achieves the
secrecy capacity for the single-hop wiretap channel in the
high SNR regime [6]. In the second hop, since Bob will
not see interference from Alice’s jamming signal due to
the assumption that Alice has no direct link to Bob, the
best receive beamformer is the maximal ratio beamformer
tb =

hH

ar

||hH
ar

||
.

III. C OOPERATIVEJAMMING FOR RELAYING CHANNELS

In this section, we will discuss the design of the jamming
beamformers and power allocation for cases whereNe = 1
and Ne > 1. Both global power constraints (ps + pb ≤ P in
the first hop andpr+pa ≤ P in the second hop) and individual
power constraints will be considered in these cases.

A. Maximum Secrecy Capacity with Transmit Power Con-
straint (Ne = 1)

For a two-hop DF-based relay channel, the capacity through
the relay link can be written as [11]

Cr =
1

2
min{log2(1 + γar), log2(1 + γrb)}, (5)

where1
2 appears because the relay transmission is divided into

two stages, andγij is the SINR for nodej and the signal from
nodei. Eve receives data during both hops, and the capacity
of Eve can be expressed as

Ce =
1

2
log2(1 + γae + γre). (6)

Therefore the secrecy capacity for a DF relaying wiretap
channel can be written as

Cs = max{0, Cr − Ce}. (7)

Since the capacity of the relay link is limited by the SINR of
the inferior hop, for a single data stream the transmit powerfor
Alice and the Relay should be adjusted such thatγar = γrb.
Since the Relay has only a single antenna, we can designwb

such that the jamming signals are completely nulled at the
Relay,i.e., hbrwb = 0. Therefore, the secrecy capacity can be
written as

Cs =
1

2
log2

(1 + γar)

(1 + γae + γre)

=
1

2
log2

(1 + ps|harta|
2

σ2 )
(

1 + ps|haeta|2

pb|hbewb|2+σ2 + pr|hre|2

pa|haewa|2+σ2

) . (8)

We aim to find the joint optimal solution for the jamming
beamformerswa, wb, and the transmit power vectorp (p =
{ps, pr, pa, pb}) in order to maximize the secrecy capacityCs.

We first consider optimization of the jamming beamformers,
which is straightforward. Forwb, we want to maximize
|hbewb|

2, the contribution of the jamming signal at Eve,
under the constraint thathbrwb = 0. Defining G⊥

b =
[gb1,gb2, . . . ,gb(m−1)] as the orthonormal basis of the space
orthogonal to span{hH

br}, the jamming beamformer from Bob
can be written aswb = G⊥

b cb, for some unit-length vectorcb.
The optimization problem is then formulated as

max
cb

cH
b G⊥H

b hH
behbeG

⊥
b cb (9)

s.t. cH
b cb = 1.

and the solution is simplycb =
G⊥H

b
hH

be

||G⊥H

b
hH

be
||

. For wa, since

the Relay is half-duplex, we maximize|haewa|
2 such that

wH
a wa = 1. The solution is thus simplywa =

hH

ae

||hH
ae

||
.

Next we find the power allocation that maximizes the
secrecy capacity. It is difficult to test the Hessian matrix in (8)
for convexity, so we seek to solve the problem by maximizing
the lower bound ofCs. Utilizing the beamformers derived



above and according to (8), the secrecy capacity can be lower
bounded as

Cs(p) ≥
1

2
log2

γar

(1 + γae + γre)

=
1

2
log2

ps|harta|
2

σ2

(

1 + ps|haeta|2

p̃b

+ pr|hre|2

p̃a

)

=
1

2
log2

|harta|
2/σ2

f(p)
, (10)

where p̃b = pb|hbewb|
2 + σ2, p̃a = pa|haewa|

2 + σ2.
Thus, maximization of the secrecy capacity is equivalent to
minimizing f(p):

min
p

c1p
−1
s + c2p̃b

−1 + c3p
−1
s prp̃a

−1 (11)

s.t. ps + |hbewb|
−2p̃b ≤ P + |hbewb|

−2σ2 (12)

pr + |haewa|
−2p̃a ≤ P + |haewa|

−2σ2 (13)

where (12) and (13) are the global transmit power constraints
derived from ps + pb ≤ P and pr + pa ≤ P , and c =
{1, |haeta|

2, |hre|
2}.

The optimization problem stated above is in the standard
form for Geometric Programming (GP) problems, and (11)-
(13) are posynomials of GP. GP is a class of non-linear
optimization problems that can be readily turned into convex
optimization problems, and hence a global optimum can
be computed efficiently [12]. For individual transmit power
constraints, we can similarly form the optimization problem
as

min
p

c1p
−1
s + c2p̃b

−1 + c3p
−1
s prp̃a

−1

s.t. ps ≤ P1, pr ≤ P2

p̃a ≤ P3|hbewb|
2 + σ2, p̃b ≤ P4|haewa|

2 + σ2 (14)

wherePi, i = 1, · · · , 4 are the individual power constraints for
each node, and (14) is derived frompb ≤ P3 andpa ≤ P4.

B. Minimum Transmit Power with Fixed Secrecy Capacity
(Ne = 1)

For the minimum jamming power problem, we still choose
jamming beamformers that lie in the subspace orthogonal to
the intended channels. Thus for the first hop, as before we will
havewb = ρbG

⊥
b eb, whereeb is the coefficient vector, and

ρb is a scalar that maintains the unit norm ofwb. We aim to
minimize the norm ofeb under a fixed target secrecy capacity
C0. According to (10), the problem can be formulated as

min
eb

eH
b eb

s.t. eH
b G⊥H

b hH
behbeG

⊥
b eb ≥ k(C0,wa),

where k(C0,wa) is a function of C0 and wa independent
of wb. The solution is again seen to be the eigenvector of
G⊥H

b hH
behbeG

⊥
b corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. Since

it is a rank one Hermitian matrix, the result can be explicitly
presented aswb = G⊥

b

G⊥H

b
hH

be

||G⊥H

b
hH

be
||

, which is the same result

as in the capacity maximization problem. Similarly for the
second hop, we havewa =

hH

ae

||hH
ae

||
. Considering the transmit

power of all the nodes, we can now formulate the optimization
problem under the global transmit power constraint as

min
p

max(ps + p̃b, pr + p̃a) (15)

s.t. f(p) ≤
|harta|

2

22C0σ2
(16)

wheref(p) is given in (10). The above problem is a general-
ized GP where (15) and (16) are the generalized posynomials.
If individual power constraints are used, (15) should be
rewritten asminp max(ps, p̃b, pr, p̃a) instead.

C. Maximum Secrecy Capacity with transmit power constraint
(Ne > 1)

In this section, we consider the scenario where Eve is
equipped with multiple antennas. In this case, Eve would use
beamformerswe1 andwe2 to receive signals from Alice and
the Relay. Thus we have

wH
e1ye1 = wH

e1(Haetaza + Hbewbz
′
b + ne1). (17)

Assuming Eve can compute the beamformer which yields the
best SINR,

we1 = (pbHbewbw
H
b HH

be + σ2I)−1Haeta, (18)

and the resulting SINR for Eve during the first hop is

γae = pst
H
a HH

ae(pbHbewbw
H
b HH

be + σ2I)−1Haeta

= ps

(

tH
a HH

aeHaeta −
tH
a HH

aeHbewbw
H
b HH

beHaeta

wH
b (σ2

pb

I + HH
beHbe)wb

)

,

(19)

where (19) holds due to(I + AAH)−1 = I − A(I +
AHA)−1AH . As before, to maintain jamming with zero
interference at the relay, Bob’s jamming beamformer will be
given by wb = G⊥

b cb with ||cb|| = 1, and the optimization
issue becomes

max
cb

cH
b aba

H
b cb

cH
b (σ2

pb

I + BH
b Bb)cb

(20)

s.t. cH
b cb = 1,

whereab = G⊥H
b HH

beHaeta and Bb = HbeG
⊥
b . The maxi-

mum value of the Rayleigh quotient in (20) is the largest gen-
eralized eigenvalue of the matrix pencil(aba

H
b , σ2

pb

I+BH
b Bb),

and the vector that achieves it is the corresponding generalized
eigenvector. Sinceaba

H
b is rank one, the solution can be

written as

wb = G⊥
b

(σ2

pb

I + BH
b Bb)

−1ab

||(σ2

pb

I + BH
b Bb)−1ab||

, (21)

andγae becomes

γae = ps

(

tH
a HH

aeHaeta − aH
b (

σ2

pb

I + BH
b Bb)

−1ab

)

.



Similarly for the second hop, we assume Eve employs the best
beamformer,

we2 = (paHaewaw
H
a HH

ae + σ2I)−1hre, (22)

and the resulting SINR for Eve during the second hop becomes

γre = prh
H
re(paHaewaw

H
a HH

ae + σ2I)−1hre

= pr

(

hH
rehre −

hH
reHaewaw

H
a HH

aehre

wH
a (σ2

pa

I + HH
aeHae)wa

)

. (23)

Using the same method as in (20), we have a similar result
for the second hop:

wa =
(σ2

pa

I + HH
aeHae)

−1HH
aehre

||(σ2

pa

I + HH
aeHae)−1HH

aehre||
, (24)

andγre becomes

γre = pr

(

hH
rehre − hH

reHae(
σ2

pa

I + HH
aeHae)

−1HH
aehre

)

.

Unlike the scenario with only one antenna at Eve, the jamming
beamformers here are no longer independent of the jamming
power, and thus we need to jointly optimize over both quan-
tities.

Using the above analysis, the secrecy capacity can be lower
bounded as

Cs(p) ≥
1

2
log2

γar

(1 + γae + γre)

=
1

2
log2

ps|harta|
2

σ2

(1 + ps

p̃b

+ pr

p̃a

)

=
1

2
log2

|harta|
2/σ2

g(p)
, (25)

where p̃b
−1 = tH

a HH
aeHaeta − aH

b (σ2

pb

I + BH
b Bb)

−1ab and

p̃a
−1 = hH

rehre−hH
reHae(

σ2

pa

I+HH
aeHae)

−1HH
aehre. In most

cases of interest,̃pb and p̃a can be accurately approximated
as linear functions ofpb and pa, which we denote bỹpb =
c1pb + c2 and p̃a = c3pa + c4. Using this approximation,
the capacity maximization problem under a global power
constraintP becomes one of minimizingg(p) in (25) as

min
p

p−1
s + p̃b

−1 + p−1
s prp̃a

−1

s.t. ps + c−1
1 p̃b ≤ P + c−1

1 c2

pr + c−1
3 p̃a ≤ P + c−1

3 c4

where the constraints are derived fromps + pb ≤ P andpr +
pa ≤ P . This problem can also be efficiently solved with GP.
If individual power constraints are employed, we have instead
ps ≤ P1, pr ≤ P2, c−1

1 p̃b ≤ P3+c−1
1 c2, c−1

3 p̃a ≤ P4+c−1
3 c4.

D. Minimum Transmit Power with Fixed Secrecy Capacity
(Ne > 1)

Based on the discussion in Section III-B, it can be seen
that minimizing transmit power is equivalent to the problem
of maximizing the secrecy capacity under a certain power con-
straint. Therefore, we can still use the jamming beamformers
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Fig. 2. Secrecy capacity vs. transmit power,M = N = 4, Ne = 1, dar =

drb = 500m, dae = dbe = 400m, dre = 250m.

given in (21) and (24). AssumingC0 is the target secrecy
capacity to achieve, then according to (25) the problem of
minimizing global transmit power is

min
p

max(ps + p̃b, pr + p̃a) (26)

s.t. g(p) ≤
|harta|

2

22C0σ2
, (27)

whereg(p) is given in (25). To minimize individual transmit
powers, (26) should be rewritten asminp max(ps, p̃b, pr, p̃a)
instead.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In the following simulations, we adopt a simple transmission
model in which the channel gain is inversely proportional
to the distance between two nodes. We assume a path-loss
coefficient of 3.5, and the same background noise power
σ2 = −60dBm at all nodes. All results are calculated based
on an average of 1000 independent trials.

In order to compare the performance of the different jam-
ming schemes, we also investigate scenarios where Eve’s
CSI is unknown as well as conventional relay transmission
schemes without jamming, besides the cooperative jamming
discussed in previous sections. When Eve’s CSI is unknown,
we assume Alice and Bob uniformly spread the jamming
power along all available spatial dimensions [5] and allocate
half of the transmit power for signal and the other half for
jamming. For the case of relaying without jamming, all the
transmit power would be assigned to the signals of interest.
For scenarios involving individual transmit power constraints,
the total transmit power is assumed to be evenly distributed
to all transmit nodes.

The secrecy capacity as a function of transmit power is
shown in Fig. 2, where Alice and Bob both have four antennas
and Eve has one. The distance between Alice and the Relay
and between the Relay and Bob is taken to be 500m. Eve is
assumed to be located 400m from Alice and Bob, and 250m
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from the Relay. In this case, schemes with cooperative jam-
ming provide a significant improvement in secrecy capacity
compared the traditional relaying scheme. The capacity of
cooperative jamming with known CSI for the eavesdropper
is higher than without CSI. Having a global power constraint
yields slightly better performance than when individual power
constraints are used due to the ability to efficiently allocate
power for signal transmission and jamming.

Fig. 3 depicts the secrecy capacity when Eve has multiple
antennas and is very far away from the relay link (including
Alice, Bob and the Relay). In order to validate the performance
of using GP to optimize the power allocation, we also have
simulated the performance of the interior point method by
carefully choosing reasonable initial points. It can be seen that
our optimization results are very close to that of the interior
point method. We can also see that when the achieved secrecy
capacity is lower than0.3bps/Hz, traditional relaying is almost
as good as the cooperative jamming strategy. However, the
capacity saturates at0.6bps/Hz, while cooperative jamming
can still achieve higher secrecy capacity as the transmit power
is increased.

Fig. 4 presents the minimum transmit power as a function
of Eve’s position assuming a fixed target secrecy capacity of
0.5bps/Hz. In this case, Eve is equipped with multiple antennas
and moves gradually away from the relay link and the power
results are averaged in two hops. We see that when Eve is close
to the relay link, more power is allocated to jamming than to
the desired signal, while the situation is reversed when Eve
is far away. In particular, when Eve is800m away from the
relay link, the power allocated to signal and jamming are the
same, in which case the global power constraint would yield
the same performance as with individual power constraints.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a cooperative jamming
strategy for a two-hop relay system in the presence of an
eavesdropper that can wiretap on both hops. In particular,
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we studied the joint design of the jamming beamformers and
power allocation between jamming and the desired signal for
the source, relay and destination. We showed that closed-form
solutions for the beamformers are possible when using the
suboptimal zero-forcing constraint that forces the jamming
signals to be completely nulled at intended receivers. Based
on this zero-forcing approach, we presented an optimal solu-
tion for power allocation using geometric programming. The
cooperative jamming strategy is shown to provide a significant
performance improvement compared with traditional relaying
approaches in terms of secrecy capacity, especially when the
eavesdropper is close to the relay link.
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